Carmenes will take the delicacy and versatility
of its Easy Living Contract line to Orgatec with
three new proposals
The Flyt collection, the Fosca chair and the Gràcia armchairs will make
their debut in Cologne
These pieces have been designed by Francesc Rifé, Ángel Valiente and
emiliana design studio
CARMENES will present its new Easy Living Contract catalogue at
Orgatec, with specific proposals for this segment

CARMENES will be at Orgatec, the leading fair for the furniture sector, in Cologne (Germany) from
23 to 27 October to present the subtle sophistication, comfort and versatility of its Easy Living line,
which now unveils three new proposals: the Flyt sofa, the Fosca chair and the Gràcia armchairs.
These new product lines transmit warmth, balance and quality in their materials and finishes, and
they reaffirm the commitment of CARMENES to top level designers. Fosca is signed by Francesc
Rifé, whilst Ángel Valiente and emiliana design studio are behind the design of the Flyt sofa and
the Gracia armchairs, respectively.
CARMENES will also present Hala, a light and svelte version of the Norman armchair by Arnau –
Reyna, which has been reduced in scale while retaining its warmth and comfort.
CARMENES combines the craftsmanship, design and care applied to every piece with innovative
industrial processes that enable the firm to respond fully and with agility to the needs of the
contract and residential sector. Thanks to design, top quality materials and the constant renewal of
techniques, materials and media, the products of CARMENES transmit their serene and subtle
essence to the place in which they abide, whether in the home or in contract spaces.
In fact, CARMENES will present its new Easy Living Contract catalogue at Orgatec. The catalogue
includes specific proposals for the contract segment, to which the company’s designs and
production processes are perfectly suited.
Sofa Flyt
The slim and delicate silhouette of this line explores different structural possibilities to generate a
sensation of visual, aesthetic and physical lightness. This sofa, with its highly formal simplicity, is
distinguished by the elegance of its proportions and carefully chosen materials and finishes.
Gracia Collection
With its refined and sedate lines, Gràcia is configured as a versatile collection of chairs and armchairs
with an enveloping design, which provide comfort and personality to residential and public spaces
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alike. Designed by emiliana design studio, Gràcia is defined by its backrest, which transmits the
warm feeling of an embrace. The collection is presented in different finishes: fully upholstered or with
the wooden structure, natural or stained, visible on the outer side.
Fosca chair
The industrial character of the new Fosca chair is the result of a framework of rigorous metallic lines
in iron and a reflexive wooden seat and backrest. Designed by Francesc Rifé, this light piece is
presented with various leg options and is able to connect with both contract and hospitality spaces.
Hala armchair
Hala is a light, svelte version of Norman by Arnau – Reyna which maintains its essence as a serene,
intimate and welcoming refuge. An armchair of similar proportions but on a reduced scale which
manages to find its own space in any ambience, conserving its warmth and comfort.
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